
 

 

Two Pieces by Jim Meirose 

Circumflex(Party) #1557                                               

Warning, Cryptical in nature. Potato-like in stature. Gizremmiddio’d by design (atchoo) 

there are limits to every dimension and these limits vary across all and everything. It is your fault 

for putting it on TV—no no no no. So short and no shorter. So tall and no taller. So loud and no 

louder. So silent and no “silenter” + how is something = a negative loud? A negative tall? A 

negative wide and a negatove deeeeep, c’est wellll—Zap cyst sapplies to’ very-thing {e ad no e 

= it doesn’t matta’!}but how ees theese sexpressed, muy poops? Here’s how when tops reached 

cut away from the bottom. When youngest is reached, cut away the oldest. First in, first out. 

NEW PLANET NEW PLANET AND THEIR NAME IS—(ihopx) WHAT SAY WE CAN’T 

HEAR YOU—(ihOPx) NO NO STILL CAN’T Hea’—ack ack ‘IER NAME IS IHOPX! WHAT 

WHAT? IS IHOPX! WHAT WHAT? IS IHOPX! WHAT WHAT? IS IHOPX! ATTENTION!  

What? 

ATTENTION! It is your fault for putting it on TV! 

uh— 

ATTENTION! It is your fault for putting it on TV! 

ATTENTION!  

ATTENTION!  

It is your fault for putting it on TV! 

Making us like it! Making us want it! 

no 

BANG! – Pa’ oo-on the subject of Experimental Mathematics = swim for it let’s go duck 

under and swim for it ALL'S AND EVERYTHING'S BEEN SHIFTED LEFT ACCORDING 



 

 

TO THE UNEXPECTED EVENTS OF THE DAY! : its out of control people :A a 

Heemiotrilliac Station stop’t, c’est by the nation of On. : hold on people seems we are riding the 

walls down! : Because it is your fault for putting it on TV! EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICS 

IS RIGHT FOR YOU! Making us like it! Making us want it! looks like the only way out  is to 

swim for it Hence the Heemiotrilliac subject of Experimental station mathematics. : its a new 

planet again has to be what else can : EVERYTHING'S BEEN SHIFTED LEFT ACCORDING 

TO THE UNEXPECTED EVENTS! Making us like it! Making us want it! Hence here we sit on 

this weedy-rotting log. swim for it swim for it keep swimming keep on : yes. yes. yes. the 

observatory reports a new planet called : EXPE-MENTAL MATHEMATICS ‘S RIPE ON 

YOU! Yes thus one yes this one this here right here. ‘cause everything ‘lways turns to a weedy 

rotting log, which; there’s bound to be an end to this swim for it keep swimming keep on often 

used to be when young and fresh a utility Experimental Heemio pole-trilliac pole {hippo.} : 

IHOPX : ALL'S AND SHIFT LEFT ACCIRDONG TO EXPECTED EVENTS! Because it is 

your fault for putting it on TV! there’s got to be an end to this keep on swimming don’t think just 

swim Making us like it! Making us want it! By God crank, you of all people should know 

everything starts so young and so fresh in that manner, c’est but ends up just seen as just another 

rotting heelioglithlian ‘xperimeen’d mathmactical way way too long t'phone pole. : we now have 

new planet Ihopx : TTENTIONA! Hey Brucie! swim come on swim don’t give up keep on just 

keep on You crank, Brucie; do tha’ P’oop on the su’ject o’ xprainmetrical craftmatics. Y’ know?  

Y’ know? [eh la la] Brucie [ya know?] LLA'S NDA VERYTHINGE'S EENB HIFTEDS EFTL 

CCORDINGA OT HET NEXPECTEDU VENTSE FO HET AYD! : oof! hang on people it 

always seems rougher than it really is <bup> : But Christ almighty it’s still your fault for putting 

it on TV! swim faster keep on don’t give up we will get there Making us like it! Making us want 



 

 

it! And wheniss soe rough la la poop on it la la piss on it ba ba w’ no wipestickles, c’est heck-

vailable BLOOM circumflex [brrrr s-specially ‘n winter] ‘eemtrilniacle staticcrash stop o’er yo 

nation o’ On. In and of itself Gunda! In “grammar school” a boy I didn’t know seemed’t b’ the 

‘ing one day suddenly out no nowheres’s noplace PLAX-o  PERIMENTALEX 

THEMATICSMA GHTRI RFO UYO! what they did circumflex was they stepped circumflex 

circumflex right to the board crank,  gripped “up” the chalk, c’est an n’ then ‘e : hang on readers 

the great God above never lays more on their creatures than they are able to bear : drew whorl 

over whorl o’ a;; curlicued exotica-level supra-laloopy mathematics all o’re our vertical slateoard 

(oof!) for God’s sake just swim don’t think don’t talk just swim keep swimming LL'S NA 

VERYHINGE'S ENB HIFEDS EL CCOINGA HT NEXPTEDU VESE HET AD! So from 

hence we refuse to sit on nothing but !wet weedy logs!. Why on Earth did you put it on TV?  

Upon the seeing of which the other children swooned. But. Making us like it! Making us want it! 

PEENTALEX THEICSMA G! they shall never be one of them. [numonga which utility 

perimenta-eemi pole-pole’s they may offer him to sit. swim faster keep going N’ oohed and 

aahhed ‘n swooned. : there are problems connected with having one new planet though hip : 

VERNGE'S HDS CCGA NEEDU V! but no matter what age up ‘til old maybe older too just a 

rotting heel-o illiac’d do’ mentatical qu’ l’ t'ph’ ‘e will be given t’ they and their his crank, to 

do—‘n swooned and swooned and swooned—it don’t matter. don’t panic don’t quit just swim 

keep on swimming “Hieroglyphics!” TENTON! P’ -o suc’t Expmental Matatics. : we will 

survive these tremors but then we’ll need to face some hard choices : But Why on Earth did you 

put it on TV? V'S N V! Do as told men! Making us like it! Making us want it! Heeliac c nao’ On. 

Grammar school boy didn’t and see where they ended. circumflex circumflex swim lord God 



 

 

swim Like Jai alai skillfully bounces off its allotted space. PEEX TMA! : there is a max number 

of allowable planets per solar system which cannot be exceeded : Heeliac xpenta Ma—yes, yes. 



 

 

Then’s Still th’ Jai Alai                                                                             

And then, of course, there’s still Jai alai. 

What about Jai alai? 

Yes{serenade and flowers}! 

Han-so the town hack-greened. 

Party{serenade and flowers}! 

Buh’ why maintain {srewolf dna edaneres}Jai alai uh, huh? Yes, why maintain? 

Here; ‘cause; jai alai was once just another sport involving bouncing a ball off a “walled-

in” space by accelerating it to high speeds with a “hand-held” wicker cesta; just as Jai alai is still 

a sport involving bouncing balls off walled-in spaces by accelerating them to high speeds with 

hand-held wicker cestas; and, finally, just as Jai alai will always be mandated to exist as a sport 

involving bouncing precisely made “balls” off particularly made, managed, and maintained well-

walled-in spaces by casting them forward at disquietingly high speeds using primitively made 

but surprisingly sturdy hand-held “wicquereenying” {Carlyle-Style} cestas, it needed much 

maintenance up-on itself, right here; right here; here in this very town.  

What town? 

Our town. 

Yes? 

Yes. 

Why? 

Okay, because; in our town Jai alai once was also a sport involving bouncing a ball off a 

walled-in space by accelerating it to high speeds with a hand-held wicker cesta. ‘kay? 

‘kay. B’, what town? 



 

 

Our town, of course. 

Really? 

Yes. 

Why? 

Well! Of course ‘tis because in our very own town { of which-such you’re standing on; of 

which-such all’s standing } Jai alai was, Jai alai is, and Jai alai always will be an always 

mandated + “blam-plackto-mania” + to exist superior to all other sports {liqueberkely quista!} 

fast-loose sport this sport yes involving bouncing precisely made “balls” [ let’s establish a 

luggage park ] GREEN CITY! PAN PAN PAN with hand-held wigs ^pork^ off ‘n walled-in 

spaces [ where luggage owners ] by casting them forward COME SHOP GREEN CITY! PAN 

PAN PAN at disquietingly high speeds using [ with concerns about  the mental health of their 

luggage ] using c primitively made SHOP GREEN [ especially considering the long stretches of 

“idle time” ] but surprisingly ca sturdy CITY! PAN PAN PAN hand-held, YES hand-held carm 

long deep curved yellow ‘r brown [ experienced by all but the most highly privileged luggage ]  

surprisingly sturdy [ let’s establish luggage parks wherein ] hand-held SHOP GREEN CITY! 

PAN PAN PAN wicquereenying {Carlyle-Style} cestas with carmen hand-held wicker [ items of 

luggage of all shapes and sizes can be brought to socialize with others “of their own kind” ] with 

carmen ba hand-held wicker cesta carmen basil wicker cesta; oh yes sillio sillio a hand-held [ and 

thuswise experience vastly improved mental health ] wicker cesta yes oh yes, yes oh [ please and 

thank you please and ] thank you oh yes carmen basilio thank you thank you thank you and thank you and oh, 

yes—lest ye forget! Do not forget! Nor for’ not for’, aw shucks, “Lord Have Mercy”, come on 

already, and COME SHOP GREEN CITY! PAN PAN PAN 

WHEN SHOP GREEN CITY? PAN PAN PAN 



 

 

TODAY SHOP GREEN CITY! PAN PAN PAN TODAY SHOP GREEN CITY! PAN 

PAN PAN TODAY SHOP TODAY! AND TODAY! SHOP TODAY! 

Uh—shop where? 

UP HOT BIG GREEN CITY! PAN PAN PAN 

Party!  

Ah. 

Step forward, children. 

Oh? 

Behold your kingdom. 

{down off the top of it} 

And then, of course—out o’ the end, then’s still th’ Jai alai. 

Really? 

Yes. 

Wonderful! 

 


